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GENERAL INSTALLATION & HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS
Front Neoprene Seat Covers
To install and use the product correctly please read these Instructions carefully.
Please keep these instructions for future reference.
It is extremely important that the seat cover is fitted correctly with the air bag seam in the neoprene seat
cover (distinguished by being sewn in red thread on the inside of the cover) lined up with the air bag seam in
the seat. If the incorrect cover is fitted, the air bag will not deploy correctly which could cause injury in the
event of an accident.

Installation Instructions
1. Remove the headrests.
2. Press the head rest adjuster button and lift the head rest fully upwards.
3. Some seats do not allow the headrest to be fully removed in this way. For this type of headrest there will be a small
pin hole in the plastic surround near the adjuster button. Insert a pin or similar small item into the hole and at the same
time apply a slight upward pressure on the head rest. Hold the upward pressure.
5. Press the head rest adjuster button and remove the head rest.
6. Align the two holes (1) on the seat cover with the head rest guides (2) and fit the seat cover over the seat.
7. Reinstall the head rest (3).

8. Tuck in the flap with the tubing insert (1) into the gap between the seat back and the seat base.

9. Position the lower part of the seat cover (1) around the base. Tuck the sides of the seat cover between the plastic
trim (3) and the seat cushion. (2) Pull the seat cover over the front of the cushion and smooth out.

10. Turn the head rest cover (1) inside out. Identify the front of the head rest cover and align the inverted cover
with the top of the head rest and “ROLL” the cover over the head rest.
It is very important that this procedure is followed as simply trying to pull the headrest cover down
over the headrest will usually result in the splitting of the seams and void the warranty.
11. Close the hook and loop fastening tape (2), at the base of the headrest to pull it in snugly around the bottom of
the headrest.

NOTES:
1. The neoprene covers will sometimes have an odour. This is caused by the adhesive
that laminates the fabric to the neoprene. The smell will disappear in 1-2 weeks after
being taken out of the package.
2. After having been folded for some time the covers may have creases when taken
out of the package. These creases will disappear as the covers settle into the seat over
a short period.
3. Caution should be taken when using seat covers over leather seats that have been
treated with leather care products.
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GENERAL INSTALLATION & HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS
Rear Neoprene Seat Covers
To install and use the product correctly please read these Instructions carefully.
Please keep these instructions for future reference.
For rear seats with airbags it is extremely important that the seat cover is fitted correctly with the air bag
seam in the neoprene seat cover (distinguished by being sewn in red thread on the inside of the cover) lined up
with the air bag seam in the seat. If the incorrect portion of the cover is fitted, the air bag will not deploy correctly
which could cause injury in the event of an accident.
Installation Instructions
For Rear Seats
1. Tilt the rear seat backrest portion forward
2. Press the head rest adjuster button and lift the head rest fully upwards.
3. Some seats do not allow the headrest to be fully removed in this way. For this type of headrest there will be a
small pin hole in the plastic surround near the adjuster button. Insert a pin or similar small item into the hole and at
the same time apply a slight upward pressure on the head rest. Hold the upward pressure.
4. Press the head rest adjuster button and remove the head rest.
5. Repeat steps 2,3 & 4 for the remaining rear head rests.
5. Feed the lower part of the rear seat cover (2) under the rear seat back (3) and place in position.
6. Where hook fastening tape is used remove the cloth backing strips (1) from the tape and fasten.
7. Pull the remainder to the rear seat cover tightly over the rear seat back and fix into position. Ensure the rear
seat latches and pull straps are not impeded by the seat cover.

8. Turn the head rest cover (1) inside out. Identify the front of the head rest cover and align the inverted cover
with the top of the head rest and “ROLL” the cover over the head rest.
It is very important that this procedure is followed as simply trying to pull the headrest cover down over
the headrest will usually result in the splitting of the seams and void the warranty.

9. Close the hook and loop fastening tape (2), at the base of the headrest to pull it in snugly around the bottom of
the headrest and repeat this process for the remaining headrests.

10. Reinstall the head rests and secure the rear seat back in to the original position.
11. Unlatch the rear seat base and tilt upwards if this is an option. If not, tuck the seat cover in around the
cushion
15. Feed the rear of the rear seat base cover (3) through the gap between the rear seat base (1) and rear seat
back and place in position.
16. Remove the cloth backing strips (2) from the hook fastening tap on the rear seat base cover and fasten.
17. Pull the remainder to the rear seat cover tightly over the rear seat base and fix into position with the hook
fastening tape. Ensure the seat latch or straps are not impeded by the seat base cover.

18. Secure the rear seat base back in to the original position.
20. If applicable, reconnect the center rear seat belt connector and refit the seat belt buckles to the elastic loops.

NOTES:
1. The neoprene covers will sometimes have an odour. This is caused by the adhesive
that laminates the fabric to the neoprene. The smell will disappear in 1-2 weeks after
being taken out of the package.
2. After having been folded for some time the covers may have creases when taken out
of the package. These creases will disappear as the covers settle into the seat over a
short period.
3. Caution should be taken when using seat covers over leather seats that have been
treated with leather care products.

